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Similar to the Schwarzschild coordinates for spherical black holes, the Baldwin, Jeffery and Rosen
(BJR) coordinates for plane gravitational waves are often singular, and extensions beyond such
singularities are necessary, before studying asymptotic properties of such spacetimes at the null
infinity of the plane, on which the gravitational waves propagate. The latter is closely related
to the studies of memory effects and soft graviton theorems. In this paper, we point out that
in the BJR coordinates all the spacetimes are singular physically at the focused point u = us,
except for the two cases: (1) α = 1/2, ∀ χn; and (2) α = 1, χi = 0 (i = 1, 2, 3), where χn are

the coefficients in the expansion χ ≡ [det (gab)]
1/4 = (u− us)α

∑∞
n=0 χn (u− us)n with χ0 6= 0, the

constant α ∈ (0, 1] characterizes the strength of the singularities, and gab denotes the reduced metric
on the two-dimensional plane orthogonal to the propagation direction of the wave. Therefore, the
hypersurfaces u = us already represent the boundaries of such spacetimes, and the null infinity does
not belong to them. As a result, they cannot be used to study properties of plane gravitational
waves at null infinities, including memory effects and soft graviton theorems.

I. INTRODUCTION

The memory effects of gravitational waves (GWs) have
been attracted lots of attention (see, for example, [1–4]
and references therein), especially after the recent obser-
vations of several GWs emitted from remote binary sys-
tems of either black holes [5–8] or neutron stars [9]. (The
detections of several more GWs were announced lately
[10]). Such effects might be possibly detected by LISA
[11] or even by current generation of detectors, such as
aLIGO and aVIRGO [12]. Recently, such investigations
gained new momenta due to the close relations between
asymptotically symmetric theorems of soft gravitons and
GW memory effects [13, 14].

The characteristic feature of these effects is the per-
manent displacement of a test particle after a burst of a
GW passes [15–20]. In addition, the passage of the GW
affects not only the position of the test particle, but also
its velocity. In fact, the change of the velocity of the
particle is also permanent [21–25].

When far from the sources, the emitted GWs can be
well approximated by plane GWs, a subject that has
been extensively studied, including their nonlinear in-
teractions [26–28]. The spacetimes for plane GWs can
be cast in various forms, depending on the choice of the
coordinates and gauge-fixing. One of them was origi-
nally due to Baldwin, Jeffery and Rosen (BJR) [29, 30].
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Despite its several attractive features, the system of the
BJR coordinates is often singular within a finite width
of a wave, and when studying the asymptotic behavior
of the spacetime, extension beyond this singular surface
is needed. In this paper, we point out that there exist
actually two kind of singularities in plane gravitational
wave spacetimes, one represents coordinate singularities,
which can be removed by proper coordinate transforma-
tions, and the other represents really spacetime singular-
ities, and physical quantities, such as distortions of test
particles, become infinitely large when such singularities
are approaching. Therefore, in the latter these singular-
ities already represent the boundaries of the spacetimes
and extensions beyond them are not only impossible but
also not needed. Since gravitational memory effects and
soft graviton theorems are closely related to the asymp-
totical behaviors of plane GW spacetimes, in the latter
the spacetimes cannot be used to study such properties.

In general relativity (GR), there are powerful Hawking-
Penrose theorems [31], from which one can see that space-
times with quite “physically reasonable” conditions are
singular. However, the theorems did not tell the nature of
the singularities, and Ellis and Schmidt classified them
into two different kinds, spacetime curvature singulari-
ties and coordinate singularities [32]. Spacetime curva-
ture singularities are further divided into two sub-classes,
scalar curvature singularities and non-scalar curvature
singularities. If any of the 14 scalars [36], constructed
from the 4-dimensional Riemann tensor Rσµνλ and its
derivatives, is singular, then the spacetime is said sin-
gular, and the corresponding singularity is a scalar one.
If none of these scalars is singular, spacetimes can be
still singular. In particular, tidal forces and/or distor-
tions (which are the double integrals of the tidal forces),
experienced by an observer, may become infinitely large
[37]. This kind of singularities is usually referred to as
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non-scalar curvature singularities.
In the spacetimes of plane GWs, all the 14 independent

scalars vanish identically [26, 27], so in such spacetimes
the singularities can be either non-scalar (but real space-
time) singularities or coordinate singularities. In this pa-
per, we shall clarify this important point, by studying
tidal forces and distortions of freely falling observers. In
particular, we find that the singularities can be in general
characterized by

χ(u) ≡ e−U(u)/2 = (u− us)α χ̂(u), (1.1)

where the plane GWs are moving along the null direction
of u = Constant, U(u) is defined in Eq.(2.1), α > 0, and
χ̂(u) is given by Eq.(2.20) with χ̂(us) 6= 0 1. But, the
Einstein vacuum field equations require 0 < α ≤ 1 (See
the discussions given in the next section). Then, we find
that the tidal forces and distortions are finite across the
singular surface u = us only in two particular cases, in
which we have

(i) α =
1

2
, ∀ χn, or (ii) α = 1, χi = 0 (i = 1, 2, 3),

(1.2)
where χn are the coefficients appearing in the expansion
(2.20).

Therefore, all the plane GW spacetimes are singular
physically at the focused point u = us, exceptions are
only the ones with α = 1/2 or 1. As a result, all the
plane GW spacetimes cannot be used to study memory
effects and soft graviton theorems, except the ones with
α = 1/2, 1, as only these spacetimes that can be possibly
extended to null infinity, whereby can memory effects and
soft graviton theorems can be studied.

It should be noted that, although the measurement of
the physical states in the parameter space α ∈ (0, 1] is
infinitesimal, there still exist an infinite number of so-
lutions of the Einstein field equations, which satisfy the
asymptotic properties of Eqs.(1.1) and (1.2) at the fo-
cusing point u = us. This can be seen clearly when one
works in the Brinkmann coordinates [39], as to be shown
below.

Specifically, the paper is organized as follows. In Sec.
II we shall first give a brief review over the singulari-
ties appearing in the BJR coordinates, and then study
the tidal forces and distortions felt by a typical class
of observers, whose movements are confined within the
(u, v)-plane, and show explicitly that tidal forces and
distortions of these observers are finite only in the two
particular cases given by Eq.(1.2). Since lots of stud-
ies of memory effects of GWs have been carried out

1 In wave mechanics, caustics often occur, and the wave functions
become discontinuous across the singularities, see, for example,
[38] and references therein. However, the problem in GR is
more subtle. As shown in this paper, real spacetime singularities
can occur, and such singularities actually represent the physical
boundaries of the spacetimes.

FIG. 1. A plane gravitational wave moving along the null
surfaces u = const., with support only in the region 0 ≤
u ≤ u0, where Ψ4 denotes the only non-vanishing component
of the Weyl tensor, and is given by Eq.(2.6) in the linearly
polarized case.

in the Brinkmann coordinates, in Sec. III we consider
the singular behavior of the hypersurface u = us in the
Brinkmann coordinates, and find the singular behavior
of the function A(u), the only function that appears in
the Brinkmann metric (2.10). The paper is ended in Sec.
IV, in which we derive our main conclusions, and present
some discussing remarks.

II. SINGULARITIES IN SPACETIMES OF
PLANE GRAVITATIONAL WAVES

The spacetimes for plane GWs in the BJR coordinates
can be cast in the form [26–28],

ds2 = −2e−Mdudv + e−U
[
eV coshWdy2 − 2 sinhWdydz

+e−V coshWdz2
]
, (2.1)

where M,U, V and W are functions of u only. The space-
time in general represents a plane GW moving along the
null surfaces u = constant with two polarizations, one is
along the y-axis, often referred to as the “+” polarization,
and the other is along an axis which is at a 45o degree
with respect to the y-axis, often referred to as the “×”
polarization [Cf. Fig.1]. According to the Petrov classi-
fications, the corresponding spacetimes belong to Petrov
Type N [26, 27].

When the metric coefficients are functions of both u
and v, an interesting phenomenon raises, the gravita-
tional Faraday rotation, but now, the medium is pro-
vided by the nonlinear interaction of the oppositely mov-
ing gravitational wave [28, 40, 41].
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A. Linearly Polarized Plane Gravitational Waves

Note that by rescaling the null coordinate u → u′ =∫
e−M(u)du, without loss of the generality, one can always

set

M = 0, (2.2)

a gauge that will be adopted in this paper. In addition,
for our current purpose, it is sufficient to consider only
the linearly polarized case in which we have W = 0, so
the metric takes the simple form,

ds2 = −2dudv + e−U(u)
(
eV (u)dy2 + e−V (u)dz2

)
. (2.3)

It can be shown that the corresponding Riemann ten-
sor has only two independent components, given, respec-
tively, by

Ruyuy =
1

4
e−(U−V )

[
2 (U ′′ − V ′′)− (U ′ − V ′)2

]
,

Ruzuz =
1

4
e−(U+V )

[
2 (U ′′ + V ′′)− (U ′ + V ′)2

]
, (2.4)

where U ′ ≡ dU/du, etc. All the fourteen independent
scalars [36], made of the Riemann tensor and its deriva-
tives, vanish identically [26, 27], so there are no scalar
singularities in the spacetimes of plane GWs.

Decomposing it into the Weyl and Ricci tensor [26,
27], we find that each of them has only one independent
component. In particular, the independent component of
the Ricci tensor is given by,

Ruu = U ′′ − 1

2

(
U ′

2
+ V ′

2
)
, (2.5)

while the independent component of the Weyl tensor is
given by,

Ψ4 ≡ −Cµναβnµm̄νnαm̄β = −1

2
A2 (V ′′ − U ′V ′) , (2.6)

which represents the plane GWs propagating along the
hypersurfaces u = const., as illustrated in Fig.1, where

lµ ≡ A−1δµv , nµ ≡ Aδµu , mµ = ζ2δµ2 + ζ3δµ3 ,

m̄µ = ζ2δµ2 + ζ3δµ3 , (2.7)

form a null tetrad, with A being an arbitrary function of
u only, and

ζ2 ≡ e(U−V )/2

√
2

, ζ3 ≡ ie
(U+V )/2

√
2

. (2.8)

An over bar denotes the complex conjugate. As noticed
in various occasions, the BJR coordinates are not har-
monic, typically not global, and contain coordinate sin-
gularities, see, for example, [2, 42, 43] and references
therein.

To overcome these problems, the Brinkmann coordi-
nates (û, v̂, ŷ, ẑ) are often used, defined by,

v̂ ≡ v +
1

4
y2eV−U (V ′ − U ′)− 1

4
z2e−V−U (V ′ + U ′) ,

û ≡ u, ŷ ≡ e(V−U)/2y, ẑ ≡ e−(V+U)/2z, (2.9)

in terms of which, the metric (2.3) takes the form [39],

ds2 = −2dûdv̂ + dŷ2 + dẑ2 +
1

2
A(û)

(
ŷ2 − ẑ2

)
dû2, (2.10)

where

A(û) ≡ 1

2

[
2 (V ′′ − U ′′) + (V ′ − U ′)2

]
. (2.11)

As we mentioned previously, in this paper we would
like to point out that these singularities are not always
coordinate ones. In fact, all singularities are really space-
time singularities at the focused point u = us, except
only the ones that asymptotically behave as that given by
Eqs.(1.1) and (1.2) at the neighborhood of the focused
point. To show our claim, we find that it is easier to
work in the BJR coordinates. Since the nature of sin-
gularities does not depend on the choice of coordinates,
they must be singular in any coordinate system, includ-
ing the Brinkmann system of coordinates.

B. Spacetime Singularities

In the vacuum case, the Einstein field equations Rµν =
0 have only one independent component, given by Ruu =
0, and from Eq.(2.5) we find that it can be written as,

χ′′ + ω2χ = 0, (2.12)

where

χ ≡ e−U/2, ω ≡ 1

2
V ′. (2.13)

Then, from Eq.(2.12) we can see that, for any given initial
value, χ0 > 0, there always exists a moment, say, u = us
at which χ vanishes [2],

χ(us) = 0, or U(us) = +∞, (2.14)

that is, a singularity of the metric (2.3) appears at
u = us, which is surely not a scalar singularity, since,
as mentioned above, all the fourteen independent scalars
made of the Riemann tensor in such spacetimes vanish
identically. Dose this mean that the singularity must be a
coordinate one? The answer is not always affirmative, as
non-scalar spacetime singularities can be present [32]. In
particular, distortions of a freely falling observer, which
are the twice integrations of the tidal force with respect
to the proper time of the observer, can diverge [37].

To calculate distortions of a freely falling observer, let
us first consider the trajectory of the observer. In the
present paper, we just consider the ones laid in the (u, v)-
plane, that is, (u, v, y, z) = (u(λ), v(λ), y0, z0), where λ
denotes the proper time of the observer, and y0 and z0
are constants. Then, the timelike geodesics are simply
given by

u = γ0λ, v =
λ

2γ0
, y = y0, z = z0, (2.15)
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where γ0 is an integration constant. Define eµ(0) ≡
dxµ/dλ, we can construct a tetrad, eµ(a) (a = 0, 1, 2, 3),

by

eµ(0) = γ0δ
µ
u +

1

2γ0
δµv , eµ(1) = γ0δ

µ
u −

1

2γ0
δµv ,

eµ(2) = e
U−V

2 δµy , eµ(3) = e
U+V

2 δµz , (2.16)

which satisfies the relations,

eµ(α)e
ν
(β)gµν = ηαβ , eµ(α);νe

ν
(0) = 0, (2.17)

that is, they are unit orthogonal vectors and parallelly
transported alone the timelike geodesics, so that they
form a freely falling frame [37]. Then, the projection
of the Riemann tensor onto this frame, R(a)(b)(c)(d) ≡
Rµνλρe

µ
(a)e

ν
(b)e

λ
(c)e

ρ
(d), yields two independent compo-

nents,

R(0)(2)(0)(2) = γ20e
U−VRuyuy,

R(0)(3)(0)(3) = γ20e
U+VRuzuz, (2.18)

where Rµνλρ’s are given by Eq.(2.4).

To study the nature of the singularities at u = us, we
assume that in the neighborhood of u = us, the function
χ takes the form,

χ(u) = (u− us)α χ̂(u), (2.19)

where α > 0 and χ̂(us) 6= 0 but finite. Thus, expanding
it as

χ̂(u) =

∞∑
n=0

χn(u− us)n, (2.20)

we must assume that χ0 6= 0, since χ̂(us) 6= 0. Then,
from Eqs.(2.12) and (2.13) we find that

V ′ =

(
−4χ′′

χ

)1/2

=
2

u− us

[
α(1− α)

−2α(u− us)
χ̂′

χ̂
− (u− us)2

χ̂′′

χ̂

]1/2
,

U = −2 lnχ = −2α ln(u− us)− 2 ln χ̂(u). (2.21)

Note that, in writing the above expression for V ′ we had
chosen the plus sign, without loss of generality. To study
the singular behavior of the solutions at the focused point
further, it is found convenient to consider the cases with
and without α = 1, separately.

1. α = 1

In this case, inserting Eq.(2.20) into Eq.(2.21), we ob-
tain

V ′ =
2
√
−2χ1/χ0

(u− us)1/2
∞∑
n=0

vn (u− us)n,

V ′′ =
2
√
−2χ1/χ0

(u− us)3/2
∞∑
n=0

(
n− 1

2

)
vn (u− us)n,

U ′ = − 2

u− us

[
1 +

χ1

χ0
(u− us)

−χ
2
1 − 2χ0χ2

χ2
0

(u− us)2 + ...

]
, (2.22)

where

v0 = 1, v1 = −χ
2
1 − 3χ0χ2

2χ0χ1
,

v2 =
3χ4

1 − 10χ0χ
2
1χ2 − 9χ2

0χ
2
2 + 24χ2

0χ1χ3

8χ2
0χ

2
1

, (2.23)

and χn are coefficients appearing in Eq.(2.20). Hence,
from Eqs.(2.4) and (2.18) we find

R(0)(2)(0)(2) = −R(0)(3)(0)(3) =
1

2
γ20 (U ′V ′ − V ′′)

= −
3
√
−χ1/(2χ0)γ20

(u− us)3/2

+
3(χ2

1 + 5χ0χ2)γ20

2χ2
0

√
−2χ1/χ0(u− us)1/2

+O
(

(u− us)
1
2

)
, (2.24)

and∫
dλ

∫
dλ R(0)(2)(0)(2)(λ) = 6

√
−2χ1

χ0
γ

1
2
0 (λ− λs)

1
2

+O
(

(λ− λs)
3
2

)
, (2.25)

which is finite as λ→ λs, where λs ≡ us/γ0.

2. α 6= 1

In this case, we find that

V ′ =
2

u− us

∞∑
n=0

vn (u− us)n,

V ′′ =
2

(u− us)2
∞∑
n=0

(n− 1) vn (u− us)n,

U ′ = − 2

u− us

[
α+

χ1

χ0
(u− us)

−χ
2
1 − 2χ0χ2

χ2
0

(u− us)2 + ...

]
, (2.26)
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but now with

v0 =
√

(1− α)α, v1 = − χ1α

χ0

√
(1− α)α

,

v2 = −α[χ2
1α(−1 + 2α) + 2χ0χ2(1 + α− 2α2)]

2χ2
0[(1− α)α]3/2

. (2.27)

Clearly, to have the metric coefficient V be real, we must
assume that 0 < α < 1. Then, we find that

R(0)(2)(0)(2) = −R(0)(3)(0)(3) =
1

2
γ20 (U ′V ′ − V ′′)

=
γ20(1− 2α)

√
(1− α)α

(u− us)2

+
2χ1α(2α− 1)γ20

χ0

√
(1− α)α (u− us)

− αγ20
2χ2

0[(1− α)α]3/2

[
χ2
1α
(
−7 + 12α− 8α2

)
+2χ0χ2

(
−1 + α− 8α2 + 8α3

) ]
+O (u− us) . (2.28)

Note that only the first term leads to divergency in the
distortions. In fact, we have∫

dλ

∫
dλ R(0)(2)(0)(2) = (2α− 1)

√
α(1− α)

× ln(λ− λs) +O
(

(λ− λs)ln(λ− λs)
)
, (2.29)

for 0 < α < 1. Clearly, they are always singular, unless
α = 1/2.

Combining the above with the case α = 1, we conclude
that, unless

(i) α =
1

2
, or (ii) α = 1, (2.30)

the singularities located at the focused point u = us are
always really spacetime singularities.

III. SINGULARITIES IN BRINKMANN
COORDINATES

As mentioned previously, gravitational memory effects
are frequently studied in the Brinkmann coordinates. So,
it would be very interesting to see how the metric behaves
in the neighborhood of u = us in the Brinkmann coordi-
nates.

From Eqs.(2.13) and (2.19), we find that

U = −2α ln (u− us)− 2 ln χ̂(u),

V ′
2

=
4α(1− α)

(u− us)2
− 4

χ̂

(
χ̂′′ +

2αχ̂′

u− us

)
, (3.1)

where we can expand χ̂(u) in the neighborhood of u = us
as that given by Eq.(2.20).

In the vacuum, Eq.(2.12) holds, from which we find
that

2U ′′ − U ′2 = V ′
2
, (Rµν = 0). (3.2)

Then, Eq.(2.11) reduces to,

A(u) = V ′′ − V ′U ′, (Rµν = 0). (3.3)

Note that in writing the above expression we used the
coordinate transformations (2.9), from which we simply
find u = û. Inserting Eqs.(3.1) and (2.20) into Eq.(3.3),
we can find the behavior of A(u) in the neighborhood of
u = us.

It is interesting to note that tidal forces between two
nearby null geodesics of v̂, ŷ, ẑ = Constant were studied
in the Brinkmann coordinates (2.10) in [44], and showed
that Rŷûŷû = A(û)/2 describes diffeomorphism-invariant
curvature information. Therefore, the divergence of A(û)
at the focusing point u = us implies the existence of a
spacetime singularity. In the following we shall show that
this is consistent with our conclusions obtained in the last
section for the case α = 1/2, and helps us understand the
case α = 1 in more details.

We find that it is convenient to consider the cases, (i)
0 < α < 1, α 6= 1/2; (ii) α = 1/2; and (iii) α = 1,
separately.

A. 0 < α < 1, α 6= 1
2

In this case, inserting Eqs.(3.1) and (2.20) into
Eq.(2.11), we find that

A(u) =

∞∑
n=−2

An (u− us)n, (3.4)

where the first three coefficients that show the singular
behavior of A(u) are given by,

A−2 = −2(1− 2α)
√

(1− α)α,

A−1 =
4χ1α(1− 2α)

χ0

√
(1− α)α

,

A0 = − α

[(1− α)α]3/2χ2
0

[
χ2
1α(7− 12α+ 8α2)

+2χ0χ2(1− α+ 8α2 − 8α3)
]
. (3.5)

Since 0 < α < 1 and α 6= 1/2, we have A−2 6= 0, so
the leading divergent term now is (u − us)−2, and A(u)
behaves as

A(u) =
A−2(α)

(u− us)2
+

A−1(α)

(u− us)
+ A0 (χ0, χ1, χ2)

+O (u− us) , (3.6)

in the neighborhood of u = us, where A−1(α) is a func-
tion of α only, which is also non-zero for 0 < α < 1 and
α 6= 1/2, as it can be seen from Eq.(3.5). As mentioned
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in the last section, the spacetime now is singular, and
no extension beyond this surface is possible, so u = us
represents a real boundary of the spacetime. This is con-
sistent with the analysis in the Brinkmann coordinates
given in [44].

From Eq.(3.1) we find that

U(u) = −2αln (u− us) + Û(u),

V (u) = 2
√
α(1− α) ln (u− us) + V̂ (u), (3.7)

where Û and V̂ are regular and finite functions of u across
the hypersurface u = us. Note that in writing down the
above expressions, we took the positive sign of V ′, with-
out loss of generality, as we did previously. In addition,
Û and V̂ are not independent, as they must satisfy the
field equation (3.2).

B. α = 1
2

In this case, the singularity at u = us is a coordi-
nate singularity, which can be removed by the coordi-
nate transformations of Eq.(2.9), and the resulted metric
is the Brinkmann metric (2.10) with

A(u) =

∞∑
n=0

Bn (u− us)n, (3.8)

where the first term B0 is given by,

B0 = −6(χ2
1 + 2χ0χ2)

χ2
0

. (3.9)

Clearly, in this case A(u) is well-behaved in the neigh-
borhood of u = us, and the Brinkmann metric (2.10)
can be considered as its extension beyond the hypersur-
face u = us. If such obtained A(u) is analytical, then the
extension is unique. Again, this is consistent with the
analysis in the Brinkmann coordinates presented in [44].

On the other hand, from Eq.(3.1) we find that

U(u) = −ln (u− us) + Û(u),

V (u) = ln (u− us) + V̂ (u), (α = 1/2) , (3.10)

where Û and V̂ are regular and finite functions of u
across the hypersurface u = us, and are related each
other through Eq.(3.2).

C. α = 1

In this case, from Eq.(3.1) we find that

U = −2 ln (u− us) + Û(u),

V ′
2

= −
(
χ̂′

χ̂

)
8

u− us
− 4χ̂′′

χ̂
, (3.11)

where χ̂ takes the form of Eq.(2.20) with χ0 6= 0. Thus,
depending on values of χ1, χ2 and χ3, the function A(u)
can have different singular behaviors. Therefore, in the
following, let us consider them separately.

1. χ1 6= 0

In this case, we find that

U = −2 ln (u− us) + Û(u),

V = 4
√

2D1 (u− us)1/2 +O
(

(u− us)3/2
)
,

A =
1

(u− us)3/2
∞∑
n=0

Cn(u− us)n, (3.12)

where D1 ≡
√
−χ1/χ0, Û is regular and finite functions

of u across the hypersurface u = us, and the leading
terms of Cn that show clearly the singular behavior of A
are given by,

C0 = 3
√

2 D1,

C1 = − 3√
2 χ2

0D1

(
χ2
1 + 5χ0χ2

)
,

C2 = − 3

4
√

2χ4
0D3

1

(
9χ4

1 − 14χ0χ
2
1χ2 + 21χ2

0χ
2
2

−56χ2
0χ1χ3

)
. (3.13)

It is interesting to note that in the current case the
Brinkmann metric is still singular at u = us, although
the distortions felt by the freely falling observers defined
by Eq.(2.15) are all finite. Hence, now there are two
possibilities: (i) Distortions felt by other freely falling
observers diverge at u = us, so the singularity is a real
spacetime singularity, and the spacetime cannot be ex-
tended beyond this surface. (ii) Distortions felt by any
of freely falling observers are finite, and the singularity is
a coordinate one. The results given in [44] show that the
current case belongs to the first possibility, as the tidal
forces for two nearby null geodesics of v̂, ŷ, ẑ = Constant
become unbounded at u = us.

2. χ1 = 0, χ2 6= 0

When χ1 = 0 and χ2 6= 0, we find that

U = −2 ln (u− us) + Û(u),

V = 2
√

6D2 (u− us) +O
(

(u− us)2
)
,

A =
1

u− us

∞∑
n=0

Dn(u− us)n, (3.14)

where D2 ≡
√
−χ2/χ0, Û is regular and finite functions

of u across the hypersurface u = us, and the leading
terms of Dn are given by,

D0 = 4
√

6D2, D1 =
6
√

6D2χ3

χ2
,

D2 = −
4
√

2/3D3
2

χ3
2

(
3χ3

2 − 3χ0χ
2
3

+10χ0χ2χ4

)
. (3.15)
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Thus, now the Brinkmann metric is also singular near the
hypersurface u = us, and the corresponding spacetimes
are physically singular at u = us.

3. χ1 = χ2 = 0, χ3 6= 0

In this case, we find that

U = −2 ln (u− us) + Û(u),

V =
8
√

3

3
D3 (u− us)3/2 +O

(
(u− us)5/2

)
,

A =
1

(u− us)
1
2

∞∑
n=0

En(u− us)n, (3.16)

where D3 ≡
√
−χ3/χ0 and

E0 = 10
√

3D3, E1 =
35D3χ4√

3χ3

. (3.17)

Again, in this case the Brinkmann metric is also singular,
and a spacetime curvature singularity is developed on the
focusing hypersurface u = us.

4. χ1 = 0 = χ2 = χ3 = 0, χ4 6= 0

In this case, we find that

U = −2 ln (u− us) + Û(u),

V = 2
√

5D4 (u− us)2 +O
(

(u− us)3
)
,

A =

∞∑
n=0

Gn (u− us)n, (3.18)

where D4 ≡
√
−χ4/χ0 and G0 = 12

√
5D4. In this case, it

is clear that the Brinkmann metric becomes non-singular,
and Eq.(2.9) represents an extension of the singular BJR
metric (2.3) beyond the hypersurface u = us. So, in
this case it is sure that the singularity encountering in
the BJR metric is a coordinate one, and the Brinkmann
metric (2.10) is one of its extensions. Note that the ex-
tension will be unique, if such obtained A(u) is analytical
across u = us.

D. Examples of A(u)

In the studies of gravitational wave memory effects,
several interesting cases have been considered. For ex-
ample, in [2, 45], the function A(u) was chosen as

A(u) =
1

2

d3e−u
2

du3
= 2u

(
3− 2u2

)
e−u

2

. (3.19)

Once A(u) is given, we can solve Eqs.(2.11) and (3.2),

2 (V ′′ − U ′′) + (V ′ − U ′)2 = 2A(u), (3.20)

2U ′′ − U ′2 = V ′
2
, (3.21)

to find U and V . However, due to the nonlinearity of
these equations, usually it is difficult to find analytical
solutions. In [2] it was found numerically that the singu-
larity in the BJR coordinates happen at us ' 0.593342.
From Eq.(3.22) we can see that A(u) is finite and well-
behaved in the neighborhood of this point. So, it must
belong to either the case with α = 1/2, or the case with
α = 1 and χi = 0 (i = 1, 2, 3). Due to the high nonlin-
earity between the BJR and Brinkmann coordinates, we
find it is difficult to get a definite answer. Some mod-
ified versions of the above example were considered in
[3, 25, 46].

Another example is the case with [4],

A(u) =
2

π

ε3

(u2 + ε2)2
, (3.22)

where ε is a constant. When ε is very small, the above
expression gives rise to an impulse gravitational waves,
recently studied in [46]. Clearly, in all of these models,
A(u) is always finite and well-behaved across the singu-
larity located at u = us in the BJR coordinates. So,
they all belong to the non-singular cases, presented in
the current paper.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSING
REMARKS

The memory effects of gravitational waves are tightly
related to the asymptotical properties of the spacetime at
the future null infinity (see Ref. [4, 11, 25] and references
therein) 2, and so are the soft gravitons and black holes
[13, 14]. However, it is well-known that in the BJR coor-
dinates (2.3), the metric coefficients often become singu-
lar, and extensions beyond the singularities are needed
before studying these important issues.

In this paper, we have first pointed out that such ex-
tensions are not always possible, as some of these sin-
gularities are physically real singularities. In particu-
lar, distortions experienced by freely falling observers in
the (u, v)-plane can be divergent, and any objects try-
ing across the singular surface will be destroyed by these
distortions [cf. Eq.(2.29)]. As a result, in these cases
the singularities actually represent the boundaries of the
spacetimes. In particular, if the metric coefficient e−U

vanishes at the singularity u = us as,

χ ≡ e−U/2 = (u− us)α χ̂(u), (4.1)

where α ∈ (0, 1], which is required for the metric coeffi-
cients to be real, and χ̂ (us) 6= 0, we found that distor-
tions experienced by such freely falling observers always

2 Here the null infinities are referred to the ones u → ∞, that is,
the null infinities on the (u, v)-plane, papendicular to the polar-
ization plane of the plane gravitational waves.
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diverge, unless α = 1/2 or α = 1. Therefore, only in the
cases where α = 1/2 or 1, the spacetimes at u = us are
possibly non-singular, and extensions of the spacetimes
beyond this surface is needed, whereby we are able to
study the memory effects of gravitational waves and soft
gravitons and black holes.

Coordinate transformations from the BJR coordinates
to the Brinkmann ones are carried out by Eq.(2.9). It
is interesting to note that in the Brinkmann coordinates
there is only one unknown function A, while in the BJR
coordinates there are two, U and V . However, the vac-
uum Einstein field equation (3.2) relates U to V , so finally
there is only one independent component, too. In fact,
for any given V , from Eq.(3.2) one can find U , and then
the function A is uniquely determined by Eq.(3.3). It
is also interesting to note that the inverse is not unique,
that is, for any given A(u), Eqs.(3.20) and (3.21) will
have a family of solutions of the form, U(u, u1, u2) and
V (u, v1, v2), where ui’s and vi’s are the integration con-
stants.

With the above in mind, we find that A is finite and
well-behaved across u = us for α = 1/2 for any given χn
[cf. Eq.(3.8)], where χn are the expansion coefficients of
χ̂(u), given in Eq.(2.20). However, in the case α = 1, we
found thatA is finite and well-behaved across u = us only
when χ1 = χ2 = χ3 = 0. If any of these three coefficients
is not zero, A(u) will be singular across u = us, although
the distortions of the freely falling observers considered in
this paper are finite. There are two possibilities for these
cases: (i) The corresponding spacetimes are indeed singu-
lar, and distortions become unbounded across u = us for

other kinds of observers. (ii) The corresponding singular-
ities are coordinate ones, but the proper coordinate trans-
formations are not given by Eq.(2.9), and instead they are
given by somethings else. The results on the studies of
the tidal forces between two nearby null geodesics in the
Brinkmann coordinates presented in [44] show that the
possibility (i) is the right answer, as the tidal forces will
diverge whenever A(u) does. Therefore, it is concluded
that only in the two cases given by Eq.(1.1), the space-
times are not singular at the focusing surface u = us,
and extensions beyond it are needed, in order to obtain
maximal spacetimes.

Finally we note that our results are expected to be
valid when both of the two polarizations exist, that is,
W 6= 0 in Eq.(2.1), although in the current paper we
only considered the case W = 0.
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